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The Beauty of 
 INCLUSION

 BLACK is the absence of light  
and the symbol of darkness.  
We recognize black as Power;  
a classic symbol of pure elegance. 

Black gives all the comfort needed to be bold. Black is intense; it’s a 
strong sense of style and added depth to fashion. The strength of black is 
empowering and has the ability to change all things it encounters. It is 
professionalism at its finest, with limitless possibilities; creating a mystery 
within itself. Black is an energy driven entity that is its own calm.  
It is sophistication and solitude, it is peace.
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MEET OUR 
DAMAGED-HAIR HERO
• Repairs years of visible damage*
• Instantly 2X stronger hair**
• Improves elasticity and manageability

#iconichair
* When used with K-PAK RevitaLuxe
**Against combing breakage on damaged hair vs. a non-conditioning shampoo
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#BEtbhTechnical Support Line
1-800-463-3081



ACIDIC BRUNETTE  
TONERS

4 demi-permanent toners with no ammonia 
for a deposit of color with no base shift

High-shine dimensional results  
for levels 2 to 6

Neutralizes unwanted warm tones

Enhances neutral and rich mocha tones

MATTE

NEUTRAL

ASH

MOCHA

COLOR AND CUT BY:
Heidi Kenney @heidikenneyhair
Michael Dubuc @mick_dub_hair



Uni t ed We Curl
Uni t ed We Curl

no
SLS/SLES
SULFATES*
SILICONES
PARABENS

Ready to unleash your curl power?
Created for naturally curly hair regardless of texture or tone, All About Curls delivers nourished, 
defi ned and de-frizzed curls, without the silicones, parabens, and SLS/SLES sulfates* found in 
most traditional haircare products. So join the celebration and embrace extraordinary strands 
with professional haircare designed to unite all in their quest for the perfect curl.

Available June 1, 2020.
Call 1.800.267.4676 to fi nd a participating distributor.*S
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#UnitedWeCurl
@ZotosProfessional

www.zotosprofessional.com
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Visit www.maritimebeauty.com for more information.

radiantbeautysupplies.com
905.318.4051

maritimebeautyshop.com
1.800.565.7721

modernbeauty.com
1.877.566.3376

kingdombeauty.com
1.800.738.8666

canrad.com
1.800.268.1905

cosmoprofbeauty.com
1.888.241.3338

thewarehousebeauty.com
1.800.334.6270

tbbs.ca
416.787.1211

trubeauty.ca
1.844.TRU.BEAUTY

windsorbeautysupply.com
1.800.265.9530

pearlon.com
1.800.334.6270

venusbeauty.com
1.800.465.7965

Interested in being part of Efe Magazine? We would love to partner with you! 
Contact us for more information: info@efemagazine.com

@canradbeauty

F l ow us

#CanRad
#CanRad
#CanRad
#CanRad
#CanRad
#CanRad

CanRad Beauty is a fourth generation family owned and 
operated Canadian company, distributing hair care 
products to the professional beauty industry. 

www.canrad.com  • Phone: 416-663-7373 • 1-800-268-1905 

STORE LOCATIONS:

125 Norfinch Dr. 
Toronto, ON, M3N 1W8
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-Thur
                       8:00- 4:00 F

Tel: 416-663-7373
Toll Free: 1-800-268-1905    

Fax: 416-663-7450 
Toll Free Fax: 1-800-268-6882   
customerservice@canrad.com

CanRad Beauty
515 Wellington Rd., Unit #3
London, ON
519-668-2124
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F

CanRad Beauty
1767 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, ON
613-723-7850
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F

CanRad Beauty
61 King St., Unit 14
Barrie, ON
705-737-4445
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F

CanRad Beauty
72 Simcoe St. North
Oshawa, ON
905-728-9958
Store Hours: 8:30-4:30 M-F

HEAD OFFICE:
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CanRad Beauty
1717 Dublin Ave., Unit 3, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba
204-942-3395
Store Hours: 8:30- 4:30 M-F
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Toronto Barber and Beauty Supply Since 1937

Thank you to our valued partners
partners



Design and Production by:

thevitalgroup.ca
Patrick Huffman: 416.882.2428

thevitalgroup
Efe Magazine is published 6 times a year. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced without written permission from the publisher. The 
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CANADA THE GREAT
As Canadians, let's focus on helping to rebuild our economy.

AMERICAN CREW ALL STAR CHALLENGE
Plus a feature on winner, Sandra Perovic.

HERE COMES THE BRIDE
Industry Notes by Anthony Black.

ART OF FASHION
Fashion Group International Toronto celebrates the intersection of art, fashion, 
beauty and creative design.

THE PATH LESS TRAVELLED
Feature on stylist and TV personality, Tracy Peart.

WHAT A CURL WANTS
An introduction to the many stages of curly hair.

DESIDERIO BEAUTY
Spotlight on Natalia Farahmand's beauty product business.
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By artists, for artists, 
         supporting all artists.

Patti Pontes-Chung
STYLIST  @patti.chung

Michael Zeineddine
HAIR STYLIST

Wioletta Suska
PHOTOGRAPHER  @suskaphotography

Stephanie Jones
MAKEUP ARTIST

Ky'ana Sampson
WRITER  @_kyxx
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It kind of feels like life is standing still but moving at a rapid pace 
all at the same time. I understand this moment; this moment right 
here has been life altering. For some, you struggle to see the light 
at the end of this long tunnel. For others, it has given you clarity. 
Pre-quarantine, when asked what I wanted for my birthday, my 
answer was to be at home hanging with my son D'antal. I happily 
got my wish. Food for thought though... As I travelled the world 
as an editor, meeting and conversing with new people, the one 
thing I heard often was the lack of time everyone had and how 
busy everyone was.  "Really looking forward to some down time" 
they'd say. 

For those fortunate enough not to be personally affected by the 
Coronavirus beyond participating in quarantine, do you ever think, 
maybe this extra ‘home time’ is the universe’s response to everyone's 
request to be a little less busy? To have a little more time? 

More than ever, I think it is time to really appreciate the life we 
have… even our very full days. We will never get this time back 
and I hope this quarantine allowed us to learn the importance 
of "time." I've always understood it…  However, for me this past 
year really emphasized that the most precious gift you can give 
anyone is your "time." Be mindful of who you share it with and 
how you use it. The flow of time is inevitable... it cannot be 
returned or exchanged, just valued. I hope the rest of 2020 allows 
you to appreciate the value of your time. Remember it, appreciate 
it, cherish it. Moving forward, be mindful of your thoughts, as 
thoughts become things. 

By the time this book is out, it will have been about 8 weeks in full 
isolation… COVID-19. Not much has changed for me; I’ve had a 
home office for over 15 years. As I grew as an individual so did my 
space. My space for Efe Magazine has been the most important, 
also my favourite. 

It’s where I bring the book to life, where I have my most creative 
thoughts. Where real life meets print. Don’t get me wrong, it has 
not been business as usual. I have to admit, I had a moment when 
I felt like not only did COVID-19 take away my freedom, but it was 
also suffocating my creativity. It was hindering my writing ability, 
which is my livelihood. I made a vow just before starting Efe, that 
I wouldn’t give anything that power. And with that one thought, I 
made myself fall back into routine. The show must go on…

the editorTHOUGHTS FROM

F R O M
COVID-19
RECOVERING
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I have to say that I think 2020 would the best time 
for a worldwide quarantine, when technology is 
at its finest and social distancing doesn’t feel so 
distant. With Instagram and Facebook, LinkedIn 
and so many social platforms, we have been able 
to stay connected as an industry. Yes… wages lost 
but friendships gained. 

Imagine if COVID-19 happened 20 years ago… 
would we have survived as an industry? I’d like 
to think we can survive anything. However, 
the isolation and sudden disconnect would 
have hit us hard. As I always say, “stylists thrive 
from stylists.” Let’s be grateful that we have the 
internet to connect us, inform us and inspire us.

So, what next?

Honestly, I look forward to a time when the 
coronavirus is a memory. When the world is no 
longer cold and distant. The end of ‘no hugs, 
no handshakes and no eye contact.’ The end 
of a time when the highlight of your week is 
grocery shopping, yet the biggest risk of your life. 
I don’t believe that anything should be in vain. 
COVID-19 should have been our eye opener. 

However, I do believe as an industry we came 
together the best way we knew how. It is a hard 
time as the success of our business relies solely 
on face to face connection and human touch. We 
don’t know what social distancing is. I also believe 
that this pandemic was an opportunity for us to 
reset, to redirect our thought, to reboot. A time to 
re-evaluate the way we do business. It is time for 
us as an industry to introduce multiple revenue 
streams. And although we may feel that it will be 
hard to recover from our closed doors, let’s focus 
on being better prepared for our future. 

1. Time to go touchless. COVID-19 will be top 
of mind for a long time. As much as we want 
this to be behind us, everyone will always be 
very aware of their surroundings, and most 
importantly aware of what they are touching. 
Wherever possible, give clients a touchless option. 
The most obvious is touchless hand sanitizer for 
clients as soon as they enter the salon and when 
they are leaving. However, it shouldn’t end there… 
You should have touchless soap, toilet paper and 
paper toilet in every washroom. If offering other 
services, use recyclable cups and utensils. 

A time to  
re-evaluate 
the way we do 

business. 

2. Practice exceptional cleanliness. Create an 
environment that allows clients to feel at ease 
when visiting your business. Sanitize your entire 
working area after each client. Ensure to use a 
new cape with each client. Clean your barbicide 
container at the end of each day. Store all unused 
combs and brushes in a covered, clean area. 
Clean your round brushes at the end of each day 
with hot water with soap. Sanitize your tools 
accordingly…. Barbers, this may require you to 
have two complete sets of tools to ensure that 
you are sanitizing clippers and trimmers for the 
correct time allocated for proper sanitation. 
Spraying your tools and wiping the sanitizer off 
before it dries defeats the entire purpose. Please 
remember sanitizers are only effective if they are 
given the time they need to dry. 

3. Adjust your schedule. For some of your 
clients, the thought of being in a crowded room 
may bring anxiety and they may want to schedule 
appointments during non-peak hours. if you are 
in a large salon, it is time to consider opening 7 
days a week, and staggering staff hours to avoid 
a mass influx of clients. Rotate schedules for 
fairness and ensure that you as well are part of 
the change. Single operators, we know you are 
trying to catch up for lost time/wages. Be kind to 
yourselves; start by increasing your hours by half-
hour intervals. Start 30 minutes earlier and end 
30 minutes later. Don’t go crazy trying to pull off 
14-hour days. Pace yourselves, we will catch up.

4. Make retailing an integral part of every service 
as clients start to circle back into the salon. 
RETAIL! RETAIL! RETAIL! Allow retail to help 
recoup some of your losses. Now more than ever, 
clients are looking for your professional opinion 
about their haircare needs. Be prepared for them, 
have personalized packages specifically for their 
hair type. Give 15% percent off every $100 spent 
on retail. Remember it is okay to discount retail 
items, NOT YOUR SERVICES!

5. That said, DO NOT DISCOUNT YOUR 
SERVICES under any circumstance. Up-sell  
your services. Turn haircuts into colour services. 
A change of season potentially means a change 
of hair colour. Create a summer buzz, offer five 
foils for $50 dollars with any haircut. Create 
that money piece. This is not discounting your 
services… this is creating a new service that will 
potentially create a new full head of foils for a 
future client in the fall. Be creative, this is what 
we’re best at. Remember to be kind, most of us 
were in the same boat, finances are slim for  
many. Don’t expect to regain your lost income  
in one month.

6. Lastly, Invest in yourself. To live through a 
pandemic of this magnitude is very life changing 
and eye opening. Prepare for tomorrow, today. 
Slowly but surely, invest in health and business 
emergency insurance. If you are a salon owner, 
speak with your staff and invest in group benefits. 
Allow your team to pay into a group package that 
benefits you all. In a world full of uncertainty, 
help provide your team with a space that allows 
them to feel certain.
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I had just turned 20 when my son was born. Some may think that’s way too 
young. I thought it was perfect timing... I've always believed that nothing 
happens before its time. Into the world he came, three months early, 
weighing only 2lbs 10oz. My son, my world, my life. This little person, who 
had to fight for his life from the very first day. My entire view on life changed 
as I watched the doctors and nurses care for my son selflessly. I made a vow 
that I would treat people the way I wanted my son to be treated. And with 
that, I gave all of myself wholeheartedly to becoming a better person and 
raising my son. 

Everything I did, every moment, everything I earned was for him. And it 
was fun, until it wasn't. Don’t get me wrong my favourite part of life is being 
a mom, I love being his mom. But I felt isolated, alone, and sad. And even 
though my son brought me so much joy, I still felt unfulfilled. I remember, 
on my 25th birthday, a time when I should have been celebrating, all I could 
do was cry; I cried the entire day. Except for when I had some cake. Lol. 
But, when I reflected on the past 5 years I realized, I did nothing for myself, 
and I was fading. After a few weeks of sitting on that thought, I went out 
and bought myself a late birthday present. I got a mani pedi, I did my hair 
because I am a Hairdresser, and then I went out. Was it ever fun... I laughed, 
I danced and sang the night away, I stayed out until like 3am. And the next 
day I woke up with my son at 8am and carried on very content. In fact, I 
loved being with him even more after having a moment for me. I then made 
another vow, to care for myself as I would care for my son. When we went 

ANDREA SAMPSON, EDITOR // 416.476.9900 //  
andreasampson@efemagazine.com  //  @andreasampsonefemagazine

Andrea Sampson
Addressing hair by texture not race. 

shopping, if he got jeans, I got jeans. When he got a haircut, I got a haircut, 
and if he got treat, well so did I. This was so much fun. As he grew, I grew. I 
realized that I was taking better care of my son because I was taking care of 
me first. All my needs were being met. I made “me” a priority. Which made 
life for both of us so much better. 

I'm not going to say that it doesn't take time and effort... But I'm so worth it, 
and more importantly so is my son. What I was grateful to learn at a young 
age was “you can't take care of anyone until you take care of yourself first” 
this was the most valuable lesson I learned in life. As leaders in this industry 
we tend to give, overextend and accommodate the needs of other before 
ourselves. We want our industry to thrive, therefore we stop at nothing 
to make things happen. However, leaders remember, the success of our 
industry relies on your well-being both physically and mentally. Determine 
your inner strength and what you believe. Nurture it, so we can continue to 
nurture others. 
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MAKEUP WITH STEPHANIE

Every little girl envisions her wedding day! You 
have the beautiful big white dress, the cake and 
the spouse of your dreams. However, I'm sure 
that as you got older and you have evolved from 
being a tween, what you thought was your vision 
is no longer your style! Let's walk through the 
steps of the perfect classic bridal look for your 
client’s big day! 

TREAT YOUR FACE!

Something that often goes overlooked in brides 
are facials! If they struggle with breakouts or 
congestion occasionally, start suggesting getting 
into the habit as soon as they get the ring! You 
and your clients will be so happy they did, and 
confidence will be flowing on the day of. 

TEST RUN! 

A musician will never go on stage in front of 
a crowd and just wing it…  so, neither should 

THE MAKING OF 
A BLUSHING BRIDE

Before  
you say

our clients. At times you may have a client who 
has no idea what they want and give you little 
vision to work with. A great tool to cut out the 
guesswork is asking them to create a vision board 
before the consultation. An app like Pinterest 
can help. That way, you can see the vibe that 
they want, and ask for details like dress, decor, 
colour scheme etc. This helps to give you a better 
understanding, and is also a great way to break the 
ice as you bond through all things beauty and love.

Pro tip: Ask questions that uplift them during the 
process; For example, "What gorgeous features 
do you love that you want to emphasize?" It 
encourages them to speak on the good things that 
make them unique, instead of picking on "flaws.” 

TIMELESS OR TRENDY 

Pop culture and the beauty trends are forever 
evolving by the seasons, from the ‘glitter cut 
crease trend’ to the ‘K pop delusion of colour’, 
to the interesting and very fleeting trend of the 
squiggly eyebrows. It’s safe to say that some 
trends leave you wondering… WHY? 

As artists, since we have our hands on the pulse 
of trends, we can educate on the pros and cons 
and guide them in the right direction. 

A timeless look will never go out of style and will 
look just as incredible years later! Now let's get 
into products that are ‘must haves’ for your kit to 
create a perfect bridal look! 

TO GLOW OR NOT TO GLOW? 

All of our clients want to glow but fear looking 
oily in photos and throughout their day. Let's 
show them that they can get the best of both 
worlds with these two hero products from Mac 
cosmetics and Josie Maran. Using the glow oil 
after skincare and applying with fingers to really 
melt it into the skin will be perfect with the 
stunning halo effect. 

CLASSIC BEAUTY QUEEN OR DRAMA 
QUEEN? 

Whichever eye look your client desires, I kid 
you not these two pallets can achieve it! From a 
soft dust to create harmony to being bold with a 
smoldering smoky eye. 

When it comes to liner, you never want it 
smudging on you during application or while the 
bride starts getting emotional with the events of 
the day. The KVD brow pomade is waterproof and 
can be used as an eyeliner and will not budge.  
It will make your job that much easier! 

BRONZE ME UP! 

Last but certainly not least, always create harmony 
with the face and body! Chances are, your bride 
wants contour and bronzer on the face, so 
depending on the style of their dress, adding a bit 
of warmth finishes off the total look.  The bridal 
party will go crazy over this no matter the season! 

I Do
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OUR ONE-DAY, “LOOK AND LEARN” CRASH COURSE WILL TAKE YOU  
THROUGH THE FOLLOWING: 

• Texture Fundamentals – what is texture really?!?

•  Colour and Cutting – what’s the difference…And when to say “no” 

•  Extension/Weaves/Braiding – the power of parting and three different braiding 

types (The importance of scalp care) 

•  Product Knowledge and Styling – Efe approved products (what makes a product 

suitable for all hair types)

• Q & A – removing the fear of the unknown 

THE DIVERSE STYLIST

As artists, our clients can dictate our workload, working 

direction and our headspace. We fall prisoner to only doing 

what we’ve always known. However, in our ever so changing 

world, the art of understanding all hair types has never been 

more relevant. Becoming a diverse stylist can open the doors 

to a whole new world of opportunity and income.

Remember Rome wasn’t built in a day…

POSTPONED

DATE: TBA

#AcademyofHair  
171 John Street, Toronto, ON

(MASTERING ALL HAIR TYPES)

$350.00 + taxes 

Lunch included

Purchase tickets online at  

www.efemagazine.com 
via Eventbrite

presents:

AT THE



CANADA
The Great

Capilano Suspension Bridge
 Fiona Colton

Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia
 Heidi Kenny

Mount Robson, British Columbia

Niagara on the Lake, 
Ontario

Toronto, Ontario

River Hotsprings Provincial Park
 Paula Mawryczew
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We get it, the thought of traveling brings heightened anxiety. Travel has 
become such a major part of our industry. The worldwide web has brought 
us closer together as we are travelling to meet influencers, attend classes 
and shows. But let’s be real… the thought of being in such close proximity to 
another individual is not something you’re going to be okay with. Is travel 
even something you will entertain in the near future? We can only hope that 
our travel facilitators will take our newfound neurosis into consideration 
when modifying their procedures. Hopefully they will really consider all the 
touch points we have as travellers. They have a responsibility to do all that 
they should to make travel a safe and happy place, as we remember it. 

Between all of us on the Efe Team, we’ve had the pleasure of travelling to 
many places in the world. Many breath-taking moments and memories 
to talk about. Here’s some food for thought, as the entire world fights to 
rebuild their economy, as Canadians let's focus on helping to rebuild ours. 
Canada, the land of the free. So underrated… if you haven’t already, it is time 
to embrace all things that are Canadian. Climb a mountain, ski the slopes, 
watch a rodeo. Embrace the four season that allow us to enjoy -28 and + 30.

How beautiful that we get to witness the change of the fall leaves and the 
bloom of the spring flowers. It is time to get screeched, a long-standing 
Newfoundland tradition. You haven’t lived until you kissed a fish. Speaking 
of seafood, Halifax has a lakeside view restaurant with your name on it. See 
the sights of Jasper Park, Banff and Niagara Falls. Say Bonjour while you tour 
the cobblestone roads of Montreal. The opportunity to explore is endless, 
take your pick. Let’s support Canada today.

FUN FACTS: 

      Canada has over 500 lakes larger than 100 square kilometers 

      Canada is bigger than the European union

      Canada had the world’s longest coast line  

      Canada has 10 percent of the world’s forests 

      Canada is one of the most multicultural countries in the world

Newfoundland
 Beverley Hatcher 

Sunwapta Falls, Jasper National Park, Alberta
 Lisa Wesson-Hamilton 

Halifax,  
Nova Scotia

Newfoundland

Yale Town, British Columbia

Lake Simcoe, Ontario

Toronto, Ontario

Ottawa, Ontario
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VEJ ATHLETICS
JORDAN GUILDFORD, AK A COACH JG

“Fitness has always been a part of my life, I’ve been in fitness for over 
10 years. My goal has always been to change lives. I want to help people 
improve their overall physical ability and improve their quality of life. I 
believe individuals thrive best when they feel comfortable in their own 
skin, and this is attainable by helping them identify the correct needs for 
their bodies. I like pushing people out of their comfort zone, building both 
physical and mental toughness that they can take with them in all aspects of 
life. I want people to know the difference between good pain and bad pain, 
and to embrace physical activity.”

I lead a plant-based life; plant-based with a purpose. I want to ensure I am 
doing my part contribute to the health of the environment. I do feel that if 
we all do our part, even in a small way, we can make a big difference. That 

being said, I do understand that veganism is not for everyone. However, I do 
feel that a plant-based lifestyle has really sparked the interest for many lately. 
I personally decided on my new lifestyle and jumped right in, there was no 
turning back. But, making a change in life does not have to be that drastic. 
For most, whether it be diet or exercise, easing in gradually tends to lead to 
successful end results.

FACT: all the nutrients your body needs can be obtained through  
a plant-based diet.

Start with the process of elimination – each week eliminate an animal 
by-product that is a staple in your diet. You can try week by week, but for 
some people that might be too big of a change. You can also try bi-weekly or 
month by month. 

MAGAZINE20



Trade-In – Ensure your new plant-based options have the sufficient 
nutrient profile of the animal food you are replacing. Research is important. 

Research – Know your why. Why are you reducing your animal by-products? 
Is it for better health? Animal cruelty awareness? Perhaps the most objective, 
non-judgmental goal might be to improve your health, or to help sustain  
the planet. 

Do what you can maintain – sustainability. Don’t do what Sally’s sister  
Susan did and expect the same results. Do what is best for your lifestyle. 
If you decide, ‘what steps can I take, or what can I do on a regular basis to  
get myself closer to those goals?’ you are doing enough. 

I love what veganism stands for and what it’s trying to accomplish, and my 
goal is to help eliminate all animals by products from your life. My goal is to 
introduce new life patterns and you choose where to take it from there.

Try things like:

   No meat Mondays 
   Leaf Lunch Wednesday  
   Salad Sundays 
 
I know that hairdressers work crazy hours, many of you work 9-9, 
 so you don’t have time to fit in a workout… Working out is about 
maintaining good physical and mental health. The strain of working on  
your feet all day is taxing. Even though hairstyling is very glamourous, 
consider yourself a labourer. The constant repetitive movements equate  
to wear and tear on your body. Creating a strong foundation will prolong 
your life and your career.

Exercises for prolonging the life and longevity of hairdressers, 
barbers, MUAs and aestheticians.

Rolling out – Using a roller ball, lacrosse ball, baseball or softball (Any 
hard ball), step on the ball and roll your feet from the ball of the foot to 
the forefoot through the arches for 30 seconds to a minute. You will feel a 
release in knees, hips and lower back. Do this at the beginning of your day. 

There is something called a fascial tissue that covers your muscles, and starts 
in your feet and runs all the way up through your spine, even into your head. 
If you do a drill like this, you will release all of the pressure, and feel much 
better while you’re standing all day. Should feel a release in your knees, in 
your hips and lower backs – due to the relaxation of that fascial line. You will 
feel so much better if you start your day with this, since you’re on your feet 
all day. 

Hairdressers use our arms and shoulders a lot, what should we 
do to combat the pain? 

Start with your upper back – You take a light fitness band, hold the band out 
straight, and you pull it apart. Pull it apart so that it touches your chest. 

Band pull apart.  3 sets, 15 sets, 3 times a week 

This will strengthen your upper back and improve your posture. 

For hairdressers, who always have their hands in front of them and are 
always reaching out in front of them, it is important to strengthen your back 
(the opposing muscles), to keep a good balance. 

Strengthen your wrists 

Farmer’s Walks are a really good one for your wrists and for grip strength. 
Pick up two heavy dumbbells and walk for 20 metres. 

Start in the range of 20-40 lb dumbbells. This is strengthening your grip – 
it’s going to help give you more endurance for all that time you’re spending 
in front of the chair, manipulating tools. It’ll give you more endurance to do 
all of that hand and forearm work. 

You are standing all day, so leg strength is important. 

A sumo deadlift – you’re standing as upright as you can, with your feet 
more than shoulder width apart – you squat straight down and stand up, 
holding the dumbbell/kettlebell. This is going to strengthen your glutes, 
your hamstrings, your abdominals, and give you stronger hips to withstand 
the stress of standing and walking and stabilizing their body for the entire 
work day. 

Core strength is your foundation, how do we keep it strong? 

Up down Pushups – basically a moving plank. You start in a plank position 
with your forearms down, and then raise your body up to a pushup position, 
and then back down to a plank. 

Core strength is essential for the body to maintain proper function as a unit. 
If you’re core isn’t strong enough to maintain a healthy position, that can 
cause neck issues, hip issues, knee issues or ankle issues that you may see 
when you’re standing all day. 
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We had the pleasure of being part of the American Crew All-Star Challenge. The All-Star Challenge 
encourages barbers and hair stylists from across the globe to showcase their top-tier technique and skill 
by creating original looks with American Crew® products that capture the trendsetting-yet-timeless 
spirit of the brand. Providing vast opportunities and industry inspiration, the competition displays the 
world-class talent driving the trends in men’s grooming. 

Andrea Sampson, our Editor-in-Chief was one of the four Canadian judges selected to review entries. 
Judges selected the top entries that combined outstanding art, style and technique in one of five men’s 
grooming competencies, including:

   Barbering: Mastery of clipper skills, fading and shaving

    High Texture: Ability to display technical skills, shape, and control whilst working with highly 
textured hair

   Length: Excellence in cutting and styling hair with length while maintaining a masculine edge

     Retro: Ability to recreate a classic cut from the past, with technical excellence in cutting  
and styling

   Trend: Ability to be creative and think ahead by producing a shape or style that could  
become a trend

The talent selected for the competition was strong. With over 70 entries, the judges had their  
work cut out for them. 

A M E R I CA N  C R E WA M E R I CA N  C R E W

C H A L L E N G EC H A L L E N G E
ALL    SALL    S

On March 24, 2020 American Crew™,  
the Official Supplier to Men™, announced 
that Sandra Perovic was named Canada’s 
Winner of the 2020 All-Star Challenge 
in the first-round of the brand’s highly-
anticipated global grooming competition. 
Sandra is a previous Global All Star 
Challenge winner in 2016 and the 
Canadian All Star Challenge winner  
in 2019. 

NEW YORK, NY (April 1st, 2020) –  
American Crew®, the Official Supplier 
to Men™ announces Luke Munn of 
Australia, Jonathan Pereira of Belgium, 
Sandra Perovic of Canada, Daniil Gochua 
of Russia and David Da Campo of 
Switzerland, as the Global Champions  
of the 2020 All-Star Challenge.  

Congratulations to our 
new industry leaders.
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Educator and hairstylist/barber who has been in 
the beauty industry for 8 short years, making big 
moves. She is a three-time American Crew All-
Star finalist and winner. 

When asked, “what attracted you to the 
American Crew All-Star challenge?” 

She responded “The look fit the challenge,” and 
that’s how she felt with every entry. American 
Crew is rugged, yet classic and it challenges your 
everyday. In fact, her intent was not to compete 
again this year after Sandra was a global winner 

in 2015 and had the opportunity to travel to 
(England in Paris) for the win. Then in 2019 
she was the Canadian winner. However, after 
completing a look on her last model, she knew 
this was the look. This look also gave her a global 
win for 2020.

She says “I am a passionate hairstylist/Barber, 
working to shape and mold the future of the 
industry through teaching and through clients” 

What do you recommend to someone trying out 
for the first time?

“Just do it, you never know what the judges are 
looking for. You have nothing to lose and all to 
gain. It's a great way to connect with new people 
in the industry. It’s a chance to be recognize, and 
to be published. Truth is, you never know where 
it can lead you. Remember to keep it real.”

True words spoken from a real artist.

Congratulations to Sandra and all of the finalist 
and winners of the of the American Crew 
Challenge. Cheers! Until next year.

S A N D R A  P E R O V I C
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COLLECTION
BY  ROBIN BACON

HAIR STYLIST: ROBIN BACON  PHOTOGRAPHER: PAULA TIZZARD  MAKEUP ARTIST: FLORENCIA TAYLOR  WARDROBE STYLIST: ADRIAN ARNIERI
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For many of us, celebrating a wedding with a client is a milestone that we are so 
honoured and excited to be a part of.  However, sometimes those clients are new to 
our chair and the relationship we have with them isn’t nearly as developed as others.  
It is quite difficult to avoid those unforeseen personalities and difficult situations…  

*Cough, cough* ‘BRIDEZILLAS!’ 

The only thing one can do is be able to recognize and prepare for any scenario. 

Here they are people: The Patty’s, Karen’s, Maria’s, Emily’s and Megan’s.  

You decide for yourself which course of action you wish to take… best of luck.

PERFECTION PATTY’S

Patty is the client that might sit in your chair and pick at every single thing you as a 
hairstylist are doing.  Right down to the size of your curling iron and the products that 
you are choosing to use on their hair.  It’s important to recognize these “perfection 
seekers” and immediately bring them onto a level playing field.  The reality is, not 
everyone is going to achieve the exact vision that is in their head or the exact same 
look that Kim K has in the picture they provided you with.  Even with trials, I have 

HERE COMES THE BRIDE

INDUSTRY  NOTES  
BY  ANTHONY  BLACK
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experienced brides absolutely and completely change their vision and 
decision in a matter of seconds.  Opting for more structured shapes instead 
of the soft half-up half-down and vice versa.  Nothing is more stressful than 
having your chops busted, especially after you thought you had this decision 
settled.  The important thing to do is to remain calm.  Approach each 
scenario with logic and rationality.  Sometimes what people see isn’t just 
about the hair. Be ready for all scenarios, and sometimes, yes… you may  
have to put Perfect Patty in her place!

DON’T CARE KAREN’S

Karen’s are my absolute fav!  These are the girls that show up on their 
wedding day and book for an up-style that they may or may not have 
booked a consultation prior.  I always recommend at the bare minimum 
a consultation, just to ensure that everyone is on the same page.  Other 
than that, Karen is raring to go!  She is cool with anything you do. Usually 
pretty decisive in what she does and or doesn’t want but completely open 
to creative expression.  Sometimes Karen’s can throw you off though – 
especially if they truly have an absolute “DO NOT CARE ‘TUDE,” which can 
be like pulling teeth trying to extract information on the kind of look they 
are striving for.  Put your creative hats on people, this one is up to us…  
pray to the hair gods that Karen likes it!

MICROMANAGING MARIA’S

Maria is the one you may want to stab with something from your toolkit… 
or burn with an iron, or assault with some hairspray.  While they are wildly 
loyal, they can also be wildly challenging.  Similar to Perfection Patty, but 
definitely more nagging about the details regarding not just them but 
everyone else as well.  Maria is the bride that will look at the bridesmaid’s 
hair, that you are doing, and point out the following: “Her hair is too big!” 
“That pin is too loose!” “Too tight.” “That curl needs to be wavier!” “That’s 
not the curl I want her to have…” “I don’t like her part!” “I hate her makeup 
– go wash your face…” AND YES… I HAVE HEARD ALL THAT, FO’ REAL.  
In times like these it’s so easy for things to get tense and heated.  Most of the 
time, this is the bride trying to hold on to some form of control during her 
special day.  It’s important to keep her vision in mind, but also not to allow 
them to walk all over you.  Be firm, clear, and concise but also compassionate 
and empathetic.  Trust me – once you nail it, Maria will be singing your 
praises – if she doesn’t, well... Girl Bye!

EMOTIONAL EMILY’S

Whether it be heightened hysteria, explosive anger, or a sobbing river 
of make-up running tears – approach with caution.  These “Emily’s” are 
easily set off.  All emotions are on the table and yes, it’s ok.  Having those 
emotional clients can make our job a little more stressful than normal.  Many 
people experiencing any sort of emotional upset are difficult to rationalize 

with and/or even get a straight answer from.  Indecisiveness and whirlwind 
changes can and will happen.  In scenarios like these, remaining calm and 
responding in the least reactionary way as possible will win these people 
over.  Sometimes the decisions of what to do is up to us.  Emily, who may 
have done two previous trials of an, all up, romanticized bun is now having 
an outburst.  She hates her hair, she doesn’t feel pretty, she isn’t sure why 
she doesn’t like what she sees.  This is the time to start asking the right 
questions:  

1.   Are there any angles of this look that “we” have created, that you do like?  
(More balance? More polish?)

2.   Where do you feel the most exposed?  – What would make you feel more 
confident? (Is it too big, are your waves/curls too tight – too loose? More 
Fringe? Covered ear?)

3.   Do you feel like you don’t look like yourself? – No? Show me your top 3 favourite 
selfies. (This won’t be hard... many have either posted this or saved it in 
our favourites.)

Based on this information you should be able to collect an overall 
assessment plan and chances are Emily has a signature go to look.  This is 
the time to romanticize and really sell the look that she usually sees herself 
in.  If Emily is wearing a bun right now and all the selfies she shows are 
hair pushed to the side and in loose waves, show her why that might be a 
fabulous choice to switch to.  Show her how it accentuates her cheek bones, 
creating a soft and sultry shape.  The loose waves give her the freedom to use 
her hair as an additional accessory and to feel more confident in her skin.  
Keep calm, be strong, YOU are the expert so be solution oriented!

‘ME ME ME’ MOH MEGAN’S

This is the trickiest of them all.  For whatever reason, each bridal party has a 
‘ME ME ME’ in the group. This is my colour, this is my hair look, ME… ME, 
ME!  Guess what Megan, it’s not your wedding.  Don’t you wish we could say 
what we think always?  Sometimes you might have to.  I learned very early 
on to always have a very clear and strong consultation with your client and 
even then, sometimes things can go wrong.  When it comes to weddings, 
expect the worst.  For the most part, brides have a pretty clear idea of what 
they want their bridal party to have.  Whether that means an exact colour 
scheme, style, and matching hair.  As a hairstylist, my personal rule is that no 
matter what the looks are, the bride gets first dibs.  When the MOH— on 
the day of the wedding shows up with an unscheduled, new, shoulder length, 
blunt haircut and a pitiful pack of clip in extensions, and is DEMANDING a 
look that is identical to what the bride is wearing… SHUT. THAT. DOWN.   
I don’t have any tolerance for a person that disregards the wishes and wants 
of someone else.  Try to come up with a solution that will work for the MOH 
and if she is persistent on something specific… your call honey.  If it were me, 
that’s a firm no – these are your options Meg. Bam.
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Celebrating the intersection of art, fashion, beauty and 
creative design, Fashion Group International Toronto 
(FGIToronto) recently held The Art of Fashion event 
at the lavish rooftop of Lavelle.  With the snow falling 
heavily around the city on a vibrant Friday night, 
nothing could stop this packed crowd with a guest list 
of some of the most prominent members of Toronto’s 
fashion, beauty and art industry.  Guests enjoyed 
delectable appetizers and beverages while models 
walked around in wearable art as beautiful canvases by 
our Canadian designers, watched live demonstrations 
by incredible artists and witnessed the vibrant work of 
fashion illustrators in every corner of the room.  

This was one of the many new initiatives created by FGI 
Toronto’s Regional Director, Klaudia Zinaty-Capalbo, 
who took the lead of this organization earlier this year.  
Her vision in this new role is to grow and develop, not 
just the fashion industry, but every profession that 
touches on fashion - visual arts, beauty, interior design 
and photography to name a few.  FGI creates impactful 
monthly events, whether it’s bringing in guest speakers 
from the industry to educate or providing a platform that 
gives members an opportunity to network and collaborate.

WRITTEN BY  KLAUDIA

FASHION GROUP INTERNATIONAL TORONTO

ART FASHION

O
F
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The Art of Fashion was an example of that – 
the immersion of fashion into art and art 
into fashion, showcasing the creativity and 
experimentation from a still canvas to live 
performance art. The show featured pieces 
created by local artists such as Peter Triantos, 
Amer SM, Jessica Gorlicky and Rons Creative 
and designers from Fashion Arts Toronto such 
as Padina Bondar, Ali Haider, Art of Marina and 
Madaleine Nelson to name a few.  In addition 
to this incredible talent, guests enjoyed on-site 
portraits by Becky Dileo and illustrations by 
Sabina Fenn.

“Despite Toronto Fashion Week being on pause 
this year, this event not only shows how much 
Toronto craves fashion and creativity, but how 
so many professionals in the industry need a 
platform to showcase their incredible talent and 
be supported by organizations such as Fashion 
Group International” Klaudia states along with 
her plans this year that will ultimately elevate, 
educate and empower this highly talented 
community.  And by the looks of the talent and 
guests in the room that night, there is no shortage 
of amazing entrepreneurs and artists right here in 
Toronto who are ready to shine.
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A TRUE DISPLAY OF INCLUSION 

Thank you to the industry we are lucky enough to be a part of, lucky enough to nurture, lucky 
enough to call ours. COVID-19 disrupted all our lives all the same, but each uniquely. For us, there 
were no events to attend and report on. We had to cancel photoshoots, postpone shows. We missed 
conferences and classes, dinners and lunches, but most importantly we miss the opportunity to 
gather with you. We know that life is defined by opportunity, even the ones we’ve missed. How 
you choose to allow this circumstance to change you is up to you. The mindpower and creativity 
that is needed for each issue was challenged. How can we be inclusive, yet so far apart? No cover 
collection, no inclusion spread. For us, inclusion is the heart of the book. It is the foundation of 
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diversity within our industry. It's where you see all things come together to display great things. It is 
where understanding is found. We are grateful that during this time of isolation we were able to call on 
our industry to help make book 14 a masterpiece, and to make a masterpiece you have to be prepared to 
break the rules. And that we did. 

Cheers to the people that keep Efe alive. Your selfies spoke a million words. You showed us your self-
confidence, your courage, your love. You shared times when life felt perfect, when your eyes sparkled, 
when your smiles were bright. We asked and you shared, and as the emails kept coming in, they made all 
the difference in our world. Life is good. Together we always make the impossible, possible. We love you!
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Meet Heidi Kenny, she has been in our industry for over 35 years. She is  
a two-time award-winning stylist, Matrix Ambassador and salon owner.  
Heidi is a small-town girl with big city dreams. We say, she falls in the 
category of Fifty and Fabulous. 

Here’s her story. 

“I live in Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, a super small town in a very remote part  
of Canada where very few stylists compete. So many don’t realize the 
amount of hurdles you jump when you’re in a small town and you don’t have 
access to a lot of things like the perfect model, or seasoned photographers. 
But, geography and talent don’t have anything in common.” 

& FABULOUS
FIFTY

HEIDI  KENNY  IS
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“I got caught up having limiting beliefs for so many reasons.  
I thought, ‘I can’t do this,’ ‘I’m not young enough,’ ‘I’m not pretty 
enough.’ I had to fight with myself to overcome these false fears. 
One thing I’ve learned over the years is that it doesn’t matter 
where you are, when you have talent and passion you can do 
whatever you want.”

“I’m a Matrix ambassador, and the only woman on the 
ambassador team – I’ve always felt like it is a man’s world at that 
level. For years, the most elite hairdressers were men. You would 
think differently in an industry that’s so full of women, but when 
looking at the upper echelon of who is, and has always been on 
stage teaching – it’s mostly men. I’m proud to be here, this was 
certainly a hurdle at one point in my life. I feel like now that I’m 
here, I must set an example for younger women, to show that 
this position is obtainable. I feel I have to be a good role model 
because of my gender – it’s just something I keep at the top  
of mind.” 

DO YOU THINK YOUR AREA IS BEHIND? 

“It definitely took a couple years for trends to make it to our 
market but we’re not behind anymore because the internet 
changed everything. Being on trend is far easier than it has been 
before. We’ve really caught up with the rest of the world. Hair has 
caught up in rural areas – if anyone is interested, they can get on 
the internet to find what they need to know.” 

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS WITH THE CORONAVIRUS? 

“As a business owner it is terrifying, but personally, I’ve been 
trying to enjoy my free time. At first it was overwhelming, for 
the first time in life I was unemployed. I have a feeling I’ll be out 
of work until at least June. I’m worried about my clients, they’re 
already asking if this ‘e-colour’ is okay for them to order and 
they’re only 2 weeks out.” 

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO STYLISTS  
OUT THERE?”

“Spend a lot of your time doing some of your favourite things. 
I paint, and I’ve been teaching online for matrix; it keeps me 
thinking about hair. It’s a scary time, if anyone would have told 
me 6 months ago it would be like this I would have said ‘no 
way.’ But I’ve read 2 novels, and I’ve got a painting on the way, 
I’ve been doing a lot more face-timing with my friends and my 
children. It’s a great time to be creative. Use this time wisely. If 
you don’t know how to braid, learn how to braid! I’m going to 
practice braiding and learn some up-styling. There’s so much 
great free education online, it’s just unbelievable. Everything will 
be okay, look for the bright lights and the silver linings!”
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A STROKE OF STYLE
BY  PATTI  PONTES-CHUNG

A travel in
Time

Let’s travel through time.

You say Vintage, I say timeless.

You say sentimental, I say Nostalgic.

You say retro, I say history.

In 1973 there were 184,200 landed immigrants in Canada. Two of those 
people were my parents, Umma (mom) and Appa (dad). They flew 10,745 
km away from their hometown in Seoul, South Korea.  These folks are very 
prideful individuals and when they came to Canada they felt a strong force 
of pride - knowing they made the best move for their future.  

When they first arrived, there were a few things my parents felt obliged 
to do. Their list of “Canadian must-try’s” included visiting Niagara Falls, 
drinking mountain dew, eating a big mac and attending a free ESL Class, and 
they loved it all. My parents were mesmerized by the view of the falls and the 
second patty in the big mac, but nothing outweighed the awesome freedom 
they felt of being Canadian.  

When they uprooted their lives, they came here with $2000, kimchi  
(a Korean fermented cabbage that has a pungent stink but is delicious)  
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A travel in
Time

and some killer retro gear.  My dad in his high waisted polyester boot-
cut, slim fit pants.  My mom in her miniskirts, her fringe bangs, her blunt 
haircut and limitless view of her future. Umma took well to the Canadian 
culture.  She didn’t speak a lick of English but quickly figured out how to say 
her first English words - “washroom” “bougie” and “Eaton Centre.”

She saw people walking around Toronto in the same fashions she brought 
all the way from South Korea. She realized that even though she was in a 
different time zone and halfway across the world, the current fashion trends 
of the 70’s managed to make their way around the globe. What Umma 
realized off the jump was that style is a universal language. If you ‘got it,’ 
language ain't no thang. Umma could always identify the people that had 
class, elegance and style. She said it was their attitude and mannerisms, but 
even more importantly, it was the way they wore their clothes.  

Think about it… fashion really IS a universal language (which really works 
out for me because as a stroke survivor, making a statement without the 
need for words is a really safe approach!)

My mom, along with her lifelong appreciation for style, has played a big 
role in shaping my quintessential direction of fashion. I have always loved 
looking at old pictures of her and admiring her outfits and accessories.  
I love that Fashion from the past was effortless; it was authentic and 
genuine.  It was all streetwear and ready to wear fashion.  There was no 
elaborate runway business, or overworked pieces of art - just straight up 
clothes. What a simple and direct approach to fashion! 

Let’s relish in the inception of historical styles and a fresh look to the 
‘newstalgic’ vibes. Flatten the curve and make a long line silhouette! 

When I say long lines, I am referring to creating a visual interest that 
will brings the eyes from head to toe.  It could be the construction of the 
garment, the texture or pattern of the material or the design in the garment 
or outfit.  

In the 1920’s, it was common to see ladies wearing full length, light weight 
coats called ‘dusters.’  The material resembled a light-coloured canvas or 
linen material, to protect their clothes from trail dust.

A century later, the dusters are back in full swing. The modern 
interpretation of the duster is a lighter weight, more delicate material, and is 
utilized as a thin layer to add coverage and drama to your outfit.  

2020’s Dusters are constructed more like a cardigan and they are offered in 
silk (or the similar weight) material, a light sheer material or a thin open knit 
weave.  The design of the garment can range with varied sleeve lengths, and 
the length of the duster can range from mid to full length. Let’s surrender 
the structured blazers or button-down cardigan to goodwill, and amp up 
your day-to-day look with a slimming, leaner and taller silhouette. Have fun 
with the duster and take advantage of the versatile materials being offered 
by retailers to make it your own bad gal look.
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A duster in a silk fabric will give some razzle-dazzle to your mammiform.

The production of silk originated in ancient China during 2696 BC.   
The people that had the resources to wear silk could flaunt their social 
status.  The natural protein structure of the material makes it a naturally 
hypoallergenic textile. Every past era has a fashion trend with remnant of 
silk, this luster material will add a feminine, elegant, “je ne sais quoi” to  
your ensemble…

There is a thin line between looking BOHO and looking HOBO, let’s define 
that line.

“Loose Knits” are the feel-good hit for the summer and doesn’t affect social 
distancing! 

A breathable layer, perfect to keep you “cool” and cool from the Toronto 
humidity and it can be paired with ANYTHING - Jeans, dresses, t-shirts, 
flat shoes or heels.  You can switch the look from contemporary and chic 
by wearing the skinny jeans, cotton T-shirt and heels. Then with a quick 
switch into flip flops, denim shorts and a cami you are ready for a romantic 
evening stroll. This is the perfect addition to your wardrobe that will work 
harmoniously with all your basic items and you won’t give anyone the 
impression that you’re a pan-handler.

You don’t need to stick with the same menu when it comes to clothes…   
Let’s make it about the long lines again, but through your pants…  

This look may bring you back to the 70’s era. Go for a flared jean or a wide 
leg trouser - it will do the job, especially if its high-waisted.  Again, a retro 
vibe that can be brought back anytime and will give the flyness needed to 
make a fresh look.  The fullness in the width of the leg will give the illusion 
your hips are slim. The length in the leg will give you a few extra inches in 
range since the hem will sit on top of your shoes.  A high-waist jean or pant 
will define and minimize your waistline.

Just a quick tip that will make this look a ‘yay’ or ‘nay’ is the way it hangs…  

The way it hangs to the floor will give the long line that will bring the staring 
eyes, up and down and give that elongated look.  Establish the length of the 
pant by wearing shoes with a little height, and alter the hem to graze the 
floor.  This will give the illusion your legs are sky-high!  

We live in a great world of inclusion… no matter how you choose to add  
your current direction of style it’ll be original and dope – because it’s you.   
So, go be you.
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COLLECTIONBA R B E R
BY  MUJ ALI 

(@MUJ_THE_BARBER)
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TV personality Tracy Peart is capturing the world with her talents and smile. 
Tracy P is a Plus size fashion expert and make-up artist who always knew she 
wanted to be part of something extraordinary. However, like many of us, it 
took a little trial and error to get there. Tracy initially went to school to be 
a film director, and it was during that time she fell in love with the magic of 
make-up. It dawned on her as she watched models, actors and actresses walk 
into the trailer for hair and make-up and come out transformed. One of the 
most important things that she learned while being in the beauty industry 
for 20 years is the importance of being true to yourself and self-acceptance. 
You’ll be amazed how these skill transfers to your day to day, especially 
when it’s your job to bring out the beauty in another person.

As she dove into the world of beauty, she was amazed to see the many layers 
and different branches make-up had. The real question was, what direction 
would Tracy take?

TRACY  PEART

And her answer was… The path less traveled.

“Cityline didn’t just fall into my lap, I earned it. I grew into the position that 
I’m currently in. I heard a lot of: ‘Are you done yet?’ ‘I don’t like that,’ ‘You’ll 
need to change that,’ and of course the ‘I like it, is just isn’t for me.’ In this 
glamourous world of beauty, thick skin is what helps you see tomorrow. 
I remember my very first make up position; my dream job was to work at 
MAC Cosmetics. I applied and had six different interviews before actually 
getting the job. I interviewed with managers and VP’s… I even had a group 
interview. It literally felt like I was jumping through hoops to get to where 
I wanted. When I got there, I was so proud! I did it, and I knew what I 
wanted to be. Getting into City TV was also a working process. I sent my 
resume every two months for a year before getting that call, and I started 
out only working the night shift on the weekends. These were kind of like 
the graveyard shifts, far less sought after. After one year, an opportunity was 
presented to me because of a maternity leave. I was now going to work on 
the faces of Breakfast Television! During this time, I met Tracy Moore and 
had the opportunity to do her make up. I was consistent and observed the 
needs of the talent. Shortly after, I was given the first full time position at 
BT (Breakfast Television) thanks to Tracy Moore, and Dina Pugliese who 
collectively requested I be the sole make-up artist to work both shows.” 

“At first my goal was to work on sets and meet the celebrities. Everything I 
had worked for was right in front of me. Or, so I thought anyway… I wasn’t 
really ready for what was next. Instead of being behind the camera, I was 
now on camera for a national television show! As I grew into my role, I 
suggested to Cityline to have a segment to promote plus size fashion and I 
would be the fashion expert. This was an idea I wasn’t sure would fly but I 
took the chance. I’m happy to say we are on our third season of promoting 
fashion for plus size women. Breaking boundaries has become my thing. 
I have found a new love and you can have more than one in this lifetime. 
For the love of beauty, I will always do my best to implement change for 
the good of others. I will and always have done my best to bring out every 
woman’s beauty in her own eyes and I get to do that with the stroke of a 
brush. But most importantly, I ensure that when she looks in the mirror she 
sees herself.”

The Path Less Traveled

...the importance 
of being true to 
yourself and 

self-acceptance. 
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Art has always been the center of her world. 

She didn’t know exactly where it would take her, but she knew it 
would take her somewhere great.

An original girlie girl, with so much flair, she loves anything that 
adds sparkles, and glows. 

She is the magic behind her magic. 

Truth is, she is inspired by beautiful, feminine things.

Capturing real life moments through illustration… she particularly 
loves drawing hair, eyelashes, and exaggerating the beauty of all 
subjects.

Meet Nina Maric; a freelance artist behind Chic on Paper. 

What is it about art that keeps you here? 

“I enjoy capturing my client’s vision, whether it is for business or 
pleasure, I incorporate all details that really make the illustrations 
personal and come to life.”

What are your favorite experiences?

“I absolutely love creating wedding portraits and capturing those 
special moments in an art form. Weddings are always glamorous, 
from hair to the dresses, and it's really easy to make every piece 
so exquisite. The raw emotion that the brides show once they see 
their artwork is absolutely magical.”

What makes you stand out as an illustrator? 

“I specialize in fashion, beauty, and lifestyle genres to create 
modern, feminine, and chic art. The details in our pieces capture 
moments that cameras can miss. I love that there are no limits to 
any creation when illustrating.”

When art inspires art, everything is possible

Chic
ON PAPER

NINA MARIC
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SAVE THE DATE! SEPTEMBER 27, 2020

TORONTO



1-800-565-7721 | maritimebeautyshop.com
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Find us at VenusBeautyS
1.800.465.7965

www.venusbeauty.com

B A R R I E         W O O D B R I D G E       M I S S I S S A U G A         O T T A W A          W I N D S O R

Richmond Hill     Scarborough     Barrie     Hamilton
Niagara Falls     Kitchener

#Shopwheretheprosshop

@thewarehouse.beauty.wellness
For Deals or to Register Visit:

www.thewarehousebeauty.com

Manitoba
Winnipeg Coming Soon

Saskatchewan
Regina  |  Saskatoon Coming Soon

British Columbia
Abbotsford  |  Burnaby  |  Kelowna

Langley  |  Nanaimo  |  North Vancouver
Richmond  |  Surrey  |  Vancouver  |  Victoria

877-566-3376  | 

Alberta
Calgary  |  Edmonton  |  Fort McMurray 

Grande Prairie  |  Lethbridge
Lloydminster  |  Medicine Hat  |  Red Deer

We Ship Across Canada

26 Store Locations

Shop 24/7 at
ModernBeauty.com



A World  
of Curls
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Gone are the days when women would spend hours in the mirror trying to 
modify their curls. Tugging and pulling to make them right, whether it be a 
permanent solution or a temporary press. Gone are those days…

Curly hair is all the craze, in fact going natural is a thing now relevant for all 
hair types. We see the change and it is evident that people are looking for a 
healthy hair journey and the experience it comes with. It is up to us  
as stylists/barbers to help determine what that looks like.

We believe that curly hair is probably the most misunderstood hair type in 
the world. So much so that our industry has decided to just call it texture… 
What is that? Are we really too lazy to truly identify the needs, the curl 
pattern and its structure? It appears the only solution that seems to stand 
lately is to “let it be free, the wilder the better” but what does that even 
mean? What is wild? Does that mean unkempt, uncombed or untreated?  
The truth about curls is that each one is unique. 

Fact: One head of hair can have many curl patterns and each section may 
need different attention, we cannot address them all the same. 

Right across the board, I think it’s fair to say that curls lack moisture. This 
is why so many of our clients have trouble managing their hair. Finding the 
adequate product for their hair type is key. Lack of hydration equals lack of 
the wanted results.

What is your client’s actual curl type? As the worlds of culture merge closer 
together, there are so many different curl patterns. How do we properly identify 
a curl and its needs when there is so much miscommunication in the world? 
How do we all speak the same language when it comes to curls? Oprah’s stylist 
Andre Walker created a system that helps us as stylists better identify different 
curl patterns and what they mean. He did a complete re-imagining of the 
straight, wavy, curly and super curl that was taught in the standard cosmetology 
book. There are still so many questions for many, but what is most exciting is 
that we as an industry are starting to have the right conversations. 

What a Curl Wants
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The best way to determine your curl pattern is when hair is wet/well 
hydrated. As you move into these coil/kink patterns it is important for 
you to remember that every kink and turn within the hair shaft is a 
potential point of breakage. Proceed with caution.

We have to take into consideration the density and the porosity of 
each curl. That makes a big difference when treating and styling. 
Looks are deceiving and shrinkage is real, as it affects all things. To add 
to the mix, curls can be soft and fine or coarse and wiry…  sometimes 
even fine and wiry, which creates maximum potential for breakage.  
I know it’s a lot to follow, but would you rather be that hairdresser or 
barber that has to turn away a client because you don’t understand 
their hair type? Sounds silly but we are living this reality. 

In layman’s terms and what we’ve been taught, hair types are 
as follows: straight, wavy, curly and super curly… However, left 
out in the cold or just plain forgotten, are the coils, the spiral, 
the kink and the zigzag. Who are they?

Let’s dive a little deeper, because up until now, super curly 
was as far as we have ever gone, and the words “coil or zigzag” 
probably made your eyebrow raise. If it didn’t, you are one 
of the 5% that truly understands all hair types. The goal here 
is not to publicly shame you for not knowing, but to make 
us aware of our ignorance when it comes to all things hair. 
First off, curls do not discriminate, all ethnicities have the 
possibility of any of these curl types. Be prepared. 

STRAIGHT (2A)  “No life.” She barely shows up for 
breakfast... Zero excitement over here. No volume, almost 
impossible for her to hold a curl or any style for that matter. 
What she does have though, is the potential for a perfect 
pony. Life isn’t too hard for her, she can totally wash and go.  
In fact, her hair probably styles best that way. She’s your 
perfect bob model, she’ll make you look really good. She 
really only has two options. Long and longer. So, you won’t 
disappoint. Let’s just say, no one is happier than we are  
when straight hair is trending. A
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WAVY (2B, 2C)  According to the chart, this hair is “do what you wanna do.” 
Easy to manipulate, to change the texture and cut. A little knowledge will go 
a long way. She’s easily managed; some would say she’s a dream client. She’ll 
visit often and need lots. She’ll be kind of a product junkie, a little moody and 
not always sure what direction to take. One day she wants to keep it bone 
straight and other days she’s trying your hardest to get that extra bend in any 
curl. Educate her, show her how to love what she has, and she’ll soon see she 
has the best of both worlds. What can be better than that? It’s always a good 
hair day when your hair work in your favour. 

CURLY (3A, 3B. 3C)  Better known for “excuse me, are you hair for a 
party” (get it?) Hair that is always up for a good time. She’s sometime unruly, 
however, if you get to know her you can probably manage to keep her under 
control. Nonetheless, some days, letting her be free may be your only option. 
The frizz is real regardless if she’s coarse or fine. She‘s also not a fan of having 
just anyone’s hands in all over her. Trust her direction and her movement. She 
may not always be perfect but she’s guaranteed to have character.  

COIL/KINK/ZIGZAG (4A, 4B, 4C)  Did I hair you correctly? Did you say 
coil, kink and zigzag? Yep, that’s her, she’s a happy surprise because she can 
stretch, bend and fold in any direction. The statement “never judge a book 
by its cover” could never by so true. What may appear to be harsh and unruly 
is soft and pliable. She is the jack of all trades, there isn’t a thing she cannot 
do, which is why many don’t understand her.  She makes you think and 
sometimes question everything you know. She is mysterious, and because of 
that you want to know her, but fear keeps you at arm’s length. Embrace her, 
she will teach you new things and give you new opportunities. Remember, 
she is the reason for the hot comb, the relaxer and braids. If you leave her be, 
you will see the true essence of natural beauty. Jump in, there is no need to 
proceed with caution, just a lot of love.

Curly hair, expect the unexpected. 

4A 4B 4C3B 3C

Images provided by Paula Whitelocke & Zoto All about girl
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Accomplished
Action 
Ambition
Beautiful
Believe
Capable 
Challenge 
Clarity 
Commitment 
Confidence

Courage
Dare 
Determination
Discipline
Drive 
Envision 
Excellence
Focus
Forgiveness
Fulfillment 

Goals 
Gratitude
Heal 
Honesty 
Hope 
Imagination
Improvement
Inspiration 
Joy
Kindness

Knowledge 
Love 
Mindfulness
Mission
Money 
Opportunity 
Outstanding 
Passion
Peace 
Perseverance 

Power 
Practice
Pride 
Strong
Succeed
Trust 
Understanding 
Value 
Winner
Wisdom

 Build your own custom worksheet at education.com/worksheet-generator
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CHEERS TO WARM 
WEATHER, NOT WARM 

UNDERTONES!

NEUTRALIZATION
IN 1 APPLICATION
NOW TARGETED FOR ALL LEVELS



Desiderio Beauty is one of Toronto’s fastest growing beauty brands. Noticing a lack of diversity in the 
cosmetic industry, we strive to meet the demands of cruelty-free makeup with universal shades. A few 
years ago, the Desiderio Cosmetics brand was born to make everyone feel relevantly beautiful with all 
products and services. The objective has been focused on furthering inclusivity, diversity and equality 
for all. Thus, those who are aspiring to find perfect pigments, formulas and experience can revel in 
Desiderio Beauty to meet there needs.

As a certified makeup artist and licensed hairstylist with over 15 years of active experience in the beauty 
industry, I came to a point in my career where it was time to disrupt the traditional cosmetic industry. 
The passion for beauty started at a young age, where makeup has been an artistic outlet to cope with 
the many challenges faced being a Persian-Canadian. Being bullied at a young age, makeup became 
instrumental in channelling energy for better and helping others feel beautiful in their skin. Through 
these trials and tribulations, I realized the standard of beauty lacked the diversity it deserved. 

Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics have a brand mission for inclusivity and are meant to be for all skin tones, 
skin types, genders and just anyone! All the collections are cruelty free, botanical, and hypo-allergenic. 
Our products are formulated to feel lightweight and effortlessly pigmented, long-lasting through all 
hours of the day and night. This is our standard of beauty. 

Unity is our collective social responsibility. Our ability to showcase cruelty-free, eco-friendly products 
and services speaks to this. It’s important for everyone to feel beautiful while also making a change 
within the cosmetic industry, and Desiderio Beauty couldn’t be happier to have the resources to deliver 
this to all of our consumers and supporters. 

NATALIA FARAHMAND

Natalia
Owner & Founder

ASHLEE 

MUA – Natalia Farahmand (@Desideriobeauty)
Photo – Billy Ikosipentarchos (@Picsbybilly) 
Model – Ashlee Lockyer (@Ashmlock)
Creative Director & Styled by – Natalia 
Farahmand (@Desideriobeauty)

Products: Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics  
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Face & Eyes (inner corners) – Mineral Icing 
Sugar Glow “Hypnosis”
Lips – Velvet Matte Liquid Lipstick 
“Purpopular” & Lip Pencil “Black Plum”

"HARLEY"

MUA - Natalia Farahmand (@Desideriobeauty)
Photo – Black Tie Photography
Model & Styled – Natalia Farahmand  
(@Desideriobeauty)
Creative Director – Natalia Farahmand  
(@Desideriobeauty) & Kayla Thompson (@Therealkayt) 

Products: Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics  
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Blush – Mineral Icing Sugar “Honey Ice”
Highlight – Mineral Icing Sugar “Hypnosis”
Lips – Velvet Matte Liquid Lipstick “Cordilla”  
& Lip Pencil “Flame”
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 ...helping 
others feel 

beautiful in  
their skin.

NADIA

MUA – Natalia Farahmand (@Desideriobeauty)
Photo – Astral (@Photobyastral)
Model – Nadia Stone (@Nadiastone)
Creative Director – Phina (@iam.phina)

Products: Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics  
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Blush – Mineral Icing Sugar “Honey Ice”
Face & Body Highlight – Mineral Icing Sugar  
Glow “Hypnosis”

BROOKE

MUA – Nichole Ray  
(@Nicholerayartistry)
Photo – Sham (@Shotbysham)
Model – Brooke Valentine 
(@4everbrooke)

Products: Desiderio Beauty 
Cosmetics  
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Highlight Face & Body –  
Mineral Icing Sugar “Hypnosis”

JACLYN

MUA & Hairstylist – Natalia Farahmand  
(@Desideriobeauty)
Photo – Astral (@Photobyastral)
Model – Jaclyn (@Jaclyngenovese)
Creative Director – Phina (@iam.phina) 

Products: Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics  
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Blush – Mineral Icing Sugar “Honey Ice”
Highlight – Mineral Icing Sugar “Hypnosis”
Lips – Velvet Matte Liquid Lipstick “Tenacity”, 
 Vinyl Lip Shine “Butter Rum” & Lip Pencil  
“Au Natural”

CASSIE

MUA & Hairstylist – Natalia 
Farahmand (@Desideriobeauty)
Photo – Boreees (@Boreees)
Model – Cassie (@Cassiequeen)
Creative Director – Phina (@iam.phina)

Products: Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics  
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Blush – Mineral Icing Sugar  
“Honey Ice”
Highlight – Mineral Icing Sugar 
“Hypnosis”
Lips – Vinyl Lip Shine “Butter Rum”  
& Lip Pencil “Au Natural”

MORE LOOKS ON PAGE 58
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Tools, they don’t define us as artists but 
they definitely make working so much 
fun. It is always great to have the latest 
technology, newest colour and hottest 
trend. We had the pleasure of being 
part of the launch for the Moroccanoil 
Smooth Style ceramic brush and their 
Power Performance Ionic Dryer. We 
amongst many of the industry's elite 
spent the morning with Kevin Huges and 
team being pampered while learning the 
latest trends and technology. Learning 
has never been so glamorous sipping 
mocktails and getting your hair done. 
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SESH

MUA & Hairstylist – Natalia Farahmand  
(@Desideriobeauty)
Photo – Jennifer (@Bangastudios and  
@Studiosixphotography)
Model – Sesh (@Seshmilajay)

Products: Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics  
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Blush – Mineral Icing Sugar “Honey Ice”
Highlight – Mineral Icing Sugar 
“Hypnosis”
Lips – Vinyl Lip Shine “Butter Rum”  
& Lip Pencil “Au Natural”

BUSI

MUA – Nichole Ray (@Nicholerayartistry)
Photo – Sham (@Shotbysham)
Model – Busi (@itsbusi)

Products: Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics 
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Lips – Glitter Lip Gloss “Modest”

REY

MUA, Model & Photo – Rey (@xreyymua) 

Products: Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics  
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Lips – Lip Pencil “Au Natural”

KIMOI

MUA, Photo & Model – Kimoi  
(@Rollinwith_thedyce)

Products: Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics  
(@shopdbcosmetics)
Highlight – Mineral Icing Sugar 
“Hypnosis”
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INSPIRATION HALIFAX
a fun hair experience!

The top stylists and barbers in the Maritimes have a chance  
to compete to become the BIG Tease champion! 

Efe Magazine has again partnered with Maritime Beauty Supplies  
to bring #YEAR2 of Big Tease. 

POSTPONED
DATE: TBA 

Pier 21 Halifax, Nova Scotia

Visit www.maritimebeauty.com for more information.

M AG A Z I N E

SALON BATTLE  •  BARBER BATTLE  •  AVANT GARDE BATTLE

Visit www.maritimebeauty.com/shows for more information about the BIG Tease and registration process.



Representing luxury brands that 
        speak to the modern consumer. 
Representing luxury brands that 
        speak to the modern consumer. 
Representing luxury brands that 
        speak to the modern consumer. 

NORTH YORK (MAIN OFFICE) (DOWNTOWN)

112 Orfus Road,
Toronto, ON

416.787.1211

RICHMOND HILL

9737 Yonge Street,
Richmond Hill, ON

905.508.7089

TORONTO

100 Dundas St.W,
Toronto, ON

416.977.2020

MISSISSAUGA

5700 Mavis Road,
Mississauga, ON

905.712.4449

Our HEAD OFFICE number:Our HEAD OFFICE number: Our TOLL FREE number:Our TOLL FREE number: Shop ON-LINE at:Shop ON-LINE at:

416.787.1211 1.800.387.2962 www.TBBS.ca. .

CONSTANTLY
EVOLVING.

bringing knowledge
& creativity together

Kingdom Beauty Education Center 
1989 Boundary Road, Vancouver, V5M 3Y7

for more information call 1.800.738.8666

Check out up & coming classes at 
Kingdom Beauty Supplies by 

visiting our Instagram 
“@Kingdombeautysupplies” 

or by visiting our website at
www.kingdombeautysupplies.com

Find more online
efemagazine.com  

@efemagazine on  
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